SCVF SERIES PART NUMBERING SCHEME

SCVF 4 0

NUMBER OF POSITIONS
2 - 20

COLOR AND PLATING
0 = BLACK, TIN (STANDARD)
G = GREEN, TIN
1 = BLACK, SELECTIVE GOLD
2 = GREEN, SEL. GOLD

CONSULT PCD FOR PART NO. AND AVAILABILITY OF FOLLOWING OPTIONS:
- CUSTOM COLORS
- CUSTOM MARKING
- CUSTOM KEYING
- SELECTIVE CONTACT LOADING

INSTALLATION RECOMMENDATIONS:
WIRE RANGE: AWG #16-28, STRANDED OR SOLID
WIRE STRIP LENGTH: .330" (8.38mm)

MATERIALS:
HOUSING: PA 66-6, UL 94 V-0
CONTACT: COPPER ALLOY, TIN OR GOLD FINISH
SPRING CLAMP: STAINLESS STEEL
MAX OPERATING TEMP: 105°C

DIMENSIONS
ANSI Y14.5M
UNITS: INCHES
Pro/E FILE

TOLERANCES
.XX ±0.15
.XXX ±0.006
ANGLES ±2.0°
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